In a stunning development, a former Chief Science Officer for the pharmaceutical giant Pfizer says
"there is no science to suggest a second wave should happen." The "Big Pharma" insider asserts that
false positive results from inherently unreliable COVID tests are being used to manufacture a
"second wave" based on "new cases."

Dr. Mike Yeadon, a former Vice President and Chief Science Officer for Pfizer for 16 years, says that
half or even "almost all" of tests for COVID are false positives. Dr. Yeadon also argues that the
threshold for herd immunity may be much lower than previously thought, and may have been
reached in many countries already.

—

Survival Rate of COVID Now Estimated to be 99.8%, Similar to Flu, Prior T-Cell Immunity

The survival rate of COVID-19 has been upgraded since May to 99.8% of infections. This comes close
to ordinary flu, the survival rate of which is 99.9%. Although COVID can have serious after-effects, so
can flu or any respiratory illness. The present survival rate is far higher than initial grim guesses in
March and April, cited by Dr. Anthony Fauci, of 94%, or 20 to 30 times deadlier. The Infection Fatality
Rate (IFR) value accepted by Yeadon et al in the paper is .26%. The survival rate of a disease is 100%
minus the IFR

—

Overall, Dr. Yeadon builds the case that any "second wave" of COVID, and any government case for
lockdowns, given the well-known principles of epidemiology, will be entirely manufactured.

In Boston this month, a lab suspended doing coronavirus testing after 400 false positives were
discovered.

—

In the interview, when questioned about the Spanish Flu epidemic of 1918, which came in successive
waves during World War I, Yeadon pointed out that this was an entirely different kind of virus, not in
the coronavirus family. Others have blamed general early century malnutrition and unsanitary
conditions. World War I soldiers, hard hit, lived in cold mud and conditions the worst imaginable for
immune resistance.

—

The former Pfizer executive and scientist singles out one former colleague for withering rebuke for
his role in the pandemic, Professor Neil Ferguson. Ferguson taught at Imperial College while Yeadon
was affiliated. Ferguson's computer model provided the rationale for governments to launch
draconian orders which turned free societies into virtual prisons overnight. Over what is now
estimated by the CDC to be a 99.8% survival rate virus.

Dr. Yeardon said in the interview that "no serious scientist gives any validity" to Ferguson's model.

Speaking with thinly-veiled contempt for Ferguson, Dr. Yeardon took special pains to point out to his
interviewer:

"It's important that you know most scientists don't accept that it [Ferguson's model] was even faintly
right...but the government is still wedded to the model."
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